


How can a researcher 
ensure that he is getting 

proper credit for his 
work in Web of  

Science? 

How can a 
researcher ensure 
that his name is 
standardised to 

avoid author 
identity issues? 

How can a 
researcher be 
differentiated 

from other 
researchers who 

may share his 
name and 
initials? 

How can a 
researcher 

ensure that his 
H-index is 

more accurate? 



 Problem at Jotello F Soga 
Library: 

• Researchers with similar 
surnames and even research 
areas e.g. 

• Botha C.J. 
• Swan G.E. 



Solution: 
• ResearcherID’s ! 



              There is a                 …   
                  
    by   
 
              ResearcherID is a tool to  
              manage and share your  
 professional profile & publications  
 



 
Process we followed 
 



Step 1 

Step 1 

• Requested an Excel spread sheet containing all the 
academic departments/units and personnel at the faculty 

• Selected the NRF rated  researchers on this spread sheet 



Step 2 

Step 2 
• Checked for already created ResearherID’s 
• Sent an e-mail to all the other identified researchers 



Example of the e-mail 
Dear Researchers and Lecturers 
  
As a project for 2014 the library decided to try and create Researcher ID's for most of the 
researchers and lecturers at the faculty.  
The reason for this is to try and minimise the confusion between authors with same surnames and 
sometimes even same initials.  
  
In the process of registering you for a ResearcherID you will receive an email from Web of Science. 
You do not need to do anything with it other than forwarding it to antoinette.lourens@up.ac.za to 
enable me to complete the process. 
Once the process is completed I will send you an email with all your information together with the 
newly created ResearcherID. 
  
If you already have a ResearcherID please notify me. 
  
With a ResearcherID you can 
- Manage your publication list and showcase your work 
- Track your times cited count and h-index 
- Create a complete list of all your publications, even if it was not indexed in Web of Science 
  
Your co-operation will be much appreciated in this project 



Step 3 
 
 
 

Step 3 
•Started registering the researchers 

department by department 



 





Step 4 
 
 
 

Step 4 
•Add the registration information to 

the Excel spread sheet 



Step 5 
 
 
 

Step 5 
• Save the registration information to a PDF format 

and add the password in a readable format  



Step 6 

Dear Nicola 
  
Your Researcher ID is  :  O-6342-2014 
I am also attaching a file which contains al the details of your 
Researcher ID registration e.g. password and security question with 
answer. 
Early next year I would like to continue and start adding all your articles 
to your Researcher Id. It will the be much easier to find all your 
publications 
  
Best wishes and thank you so much for supporting us with this project 
  
Antoinette Lourens 
 

Step 6 
•Send the saved PDF document to 

each user for there own future use 



 
 
 Step 7 

•Send the ResearcherID to Amelia 
Breytenbach our cataloguer 

Step 7 



Step 8 
 
 
 
 

Step 8 
•Amelia  adds the ResearcherID into  the dc.identifier.other 

field in UPSpace. This can be used in UPSpace to group all 
this author’s items together, as well as in Google. 

Scopus ID 

ResearcherID 



Step 9 

Step 9 

•The way forward: - 
•Populate the researchers’ profiles 
•Continue adding ID’s to UPSpace 



 

Step 9 

Step 9 

• The way forward : - 
•Add new NRF rated researchers 
•Add other researchers from the departments/units 



Scopus ID’s 
• While we were busy with ResearcherID  we often used Scopus 

to verify names etc. and while busy in Scopus we also 
checked the Scopus ID. If there were more than one we 
asked for the merging of records. This ID was also added to 
the spread sheet and then sent to Amelia. 
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